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Attorneys and philosophers have presented 
detailed answers to the question of when it is 
permissible to break laws, some of which begin 
and end with the word “never.”  Others answer 
“always” if reasons of state are compelling.  To 
compound confusion, governments often wri-
te special laws for their “spies”* and other “in-
telligence professionals”*1.  Some of these laws 
are publicly known, but others are classified, 
like a significant fraction of US NSDD’s (Nati-
onal Security Decision Directives) and NSPD’s 
(National Security Presidential Directives).  So 
what is forbidden for ordinary citizens may be 
legally “OK” for intelligence professionals, but 
citizens cannot tell because some of the laws 
are secret laws administered by secret courts 
like the FISA court in the USA2.  This situa-
tion can easily degenerate into simple codes: 
like “Do anything you need to accomplish your 
mission, but do not get caught” which has been 
noted by several CIA veterans3.  That noted, 
the CIA may be among the more restrained 
intelligence agencies in the world, because it 
is besieged by lawyers who have some actual 
laws to work with, unlike the secret services of 
some other countries. 

There are many cases that can be conside-
red as dilemmas that challenge these simple, 
black-and-white views of the world and of 
moral codes of conduct.  A modern classic is 
the ‘nuclear terrorist with a ticking time bomb’ 
scenario.  Many people conclude that there 
are no limits at all on what one might properly 
do to stop him (or her!).  A dilemma of lon-
ger duration is that of the small unit infantry 
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commander whose surrounded troops will all 
die if he does not do something to a prisoner 
that is forbidden by the Geneva Conventions 
and the American Laws of War.  Such cases of-
ten involve torture or murder.  There is also a 
long, Catholic tradition called “Just War The-
ory” that attempts to bring systematic thought 
to both  jus ad bellum issues (is the war just?) 
and  jus in bello (is the war being conducted 
justly?).  Even in a theoretically unified church 
(regarding fundamental moral issues) one can 
find substantively different opinions on this 
among highly competent commentators4.   

This paper will consider both of these hard 
cases in the context of many years of moral 
and legal thought with a final focus on two 
moral principles and one practical observation 
addressing the question of whether evil means 
can be morally pursued to achieve good end 
goals.  They are: 1) the Do No Harm principle; 
2) the Lesser of Evils principle; and 3) the les-
son from human history that the Means Used 
Determine the Actual Ends Achieved.

INTRODuCTION

Near the beginning, it is alleged, God gave 
Moses 10 Commandments written in stone.  
Number 6 (or 5 depending on your source) was 
“Do Not Kill.”  Soon the tribal equivalents of 
attorneys and rabbi’s rushed in to “clarify” this, 
asserting that God meant “do not murder” 
(a much less stringent command, allowing all 
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sorts of exceptions for reasons of state main-
ly).  There has been some tension between mo-
ralists, lawyers and the practical people ever 
since.

A FIELD pERSpECTIVE

We will get to philosophy, theology and ac-
tual national and international laws soon.   But 
I would prefer to be honest in this paper on 
when it is acceptable for intelligence professi-
onals to break laws.  And truth be told, when 
I have had to make real decisions of this kind 
I have not consulted attorneys or preachers 
because I have been “in the field.”  There are 
very few preachers in the fields where danger 
lies, and I have never seen an attorney there 
although there must be some exceptions.  I am 
told there are some anyway, but I have not seen 
one.

 
So to be blunt, I do not care much what pe-

ople think in air conditioned offices far away, 
with the luxuries of 20-20 hindsight and lots of 
time to consult with learned others over cups 
of coffee.  If I must make a really hard decisi-
on under great time pressure and stress, I pray 
that God will agree I made the best choice and 
I hope the attorneys will not prosecute me.  
But the reality is that I must make such decisi-
ons on my own.  So, the society should hope I 
have a well developed conscience.  That can be 
consulted; other people not.

The other big difference between field con-
ditions and normal life is that when I am in the 
field I am there to protect my family and my 
community from mortal dangers.  Therefore, I 
am prepared to die, or kill, and tense.  There is 
nothing ordinary about being in the field.  So, 
any mistake is possible where the notorious 
“fog of war” confuses us all.  The main point 
is that in the absolutely worst case scenarios 
that agile minds can imagine, I would do real-
ly very bad things in defense of my family and 
community, regardless of what preachers and 
attorneys far away might say. And that is a law 
of nature, a force of nature, not of men per se.

CASE 1, CASE 2 AND THE ISSuE 
OF TORTuRE:

Many classic test cases are now called 
“ticking time bomb” scenarios, and the stress 
question is would it be acceptable to torture 
someone if that could prevent the bomb from 
going off?  A JSCOPE conference in 20035 

addressed this question in considerable detail, 
so I will join that discussion in traditional aca-
demic style soon.  But I want to stay real for a 
moment.  The blunt question is:  If I had a “ter-
rorist” in my hands who had placed a nuclear 
bomb in my city where my friends and family 
live, and if I thought that by means of torture 
I could get the location out of him to save my 
family and community, would I torture him?

The answer is “In a heartbeat.”  But I would 
not claim that this was legal, because it cer-
tainly is not legal.  And I would not claim it 
moral, even though thousands or millions of 
innocent lives might hang in the balance, beca-
use the moral thing to do would have been to 
create a world where no one feels they need be 
a “terrorist” and where crazy people are kept 
reliably away from weapons so terrible and in-
discriminate.  We do not live in that perfect, 
moral, sane world, so men in the field may 
have to face this worst case some day.  Many 
professionals say the odds my torture would be 
effective in this case are near zero anyway.

I have never come remotely close to such 
severe scenarios and therein lies a danger of 
hypothetical scenarios.  People can get carri-
ed away with them, and paranoid recklessness 
can follow.  Someone must consider worst ca-
ses, and it is a traditional role of the military to 
do that.  But sustaining a prudent balance be-
tween the worst cases minds can imagine and 
the real cases that must be dealt with, often is 
difficult.  For reasons I will elaborate soon, I 
think that society should not make torture le-
gal even in those most severe cases where it is 
virtually certain that the laws would be broken 
by men desperate to protect their families.

But let us turn first to the much more com-
mon case.  Pretend I am a small unit comman-
der with a squad and one prisoner, isolated by 
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the chaos of larger operations and surrounded 
by hoards of angry enemy.  The prisoner may 
know things that would help us to escape; 
otherwise death is highly likely, preceded by 
hideous torture, according to the alleged ha-
bits of the enemy. Should I torture my prisoner 
to try to extract that information and maybe 
save my troops?  Would I?  Would you, and 
should you?  We should make these judgments 
including ourselves in the bull’s eye.  It is too 
easy to think of better ways for others to act.

In this case I cannot know what I would do, 
because such abstract scenarios never lay out 
every detail, and details are very important at 
moments like that.  But I can be confident that 
I should not torture the prisoner, for all the rea-
sons that created the Geneva Conventions that 
my country has signed and ratified.  There are 
big differences between national interests and 
personal interests.  Society has excellent rea-
sons to put some boundaries on our most bar-
baric behaviors even in the crucible of war.  So-
ciety has other goals than saving my life or my 
squad.  And my country, like most countries, 
decided long ago that we would prefer that our 
soldiers not to be tortured, so we agreed that 
our soldiers would not torture in turn.

Lawyers might debate whether my prisoner 
qualifies as a “prisoner of war” or they might 
invent new categories of person like “unlawful 
combatant” to rationalize the desires of some 
client.  This is what lawyers do.  But I would 
stress instead that my prisoner is for sure a hu-
man being, and that it is in the human interest 
to remember that.  I would stress to other men 
in combat that no matter how grave the situ-
ation, there are uncertainties.  And I, at least, 
would prefer if I am caught by the enemy, that 
my prisoner is alive to tell them I have treated 
him fairly as a human being, rather than to be a 
dead body with marks of abuse upon him.6

Whatever I might choose to do in that cir-
cumstance, it is fair for society to remind us 
that we volunteered to face death defending 
our people, and that a society based on free-
dom and human dignity has reasons to honor 
its commitments that go far beyond the life of 
one soldier, or 12, or even 12,000.  These re-

asons were compelling enough to create the 
Rules of War and the Uniform Code of Mili-
tary Justice, which clearly state that we should 
not torture our prisoners, even if the result is 
death for us and our military family.  This is 
not a pleasant rule, but nothing about war is 
pleasant, and the reasons are sound.  A nation’s 
reputation over the long run is far more im-
portant than the lives of a squad, or ten or even 
a division, because that reputation determines 
our alliances and the cohesive strength of the 
society itself.

THE STRATEGIC ISSuE IS 
BETWEEN CIVILIZATION AND 

BARBARISM, NOT BETWEEN 
NATIONS, RELIGIONS OR 

pOLITICAL pARTIES.7

Any of us can become a barbarian in the 
blink of an eye.  Any of us - there is nothing 
special about that.  This is why law is so im-
portant (comments on attorneys notwithstan-
ding).  Law is what distinguishes civilization 
from barbarism.  At its best, law saves us from 
our own dark sides.  So it is very important 
what attorneys write, legislatures pass, and 
judges adjudicate.  But Alexandr Solzhenitsyn 
saw more clearly than most that the critical 
frontier of this battle is not between ideologies 
or countries or political parties – it actually 
lies in human hearts (or less poetically I would 
say in our personal consciences).  Solzhenitsyn 
saw torture too, and lots of it, in the Stalinist 
Soviet Union. 

The strategic issue is between civilization 
and barbarism, so it is especially important to 
win by “fair” means. Our ways of combat are 
the most important things that distinguish us.  
“They” (evil terrorists) kill innocents delibera-
tely – so we must not.  Must not.  “They” (evil, 
unlawful enemies) torture people, execute 
them on TV and do other barbaric things – so 
we must not.  We must wage war differently, or 
we will lose the strategic battle.

Because the strategic issue is between civi-
lization and barbarism, the struggle for hearts 
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and minds is as important as battlefield victo-
ries.  The “global war on terror” seems to re-
cognize this sometimes, other times not.  The 
strategic issue is between civilization and bar-
barism, so we must resist the natural urge to 
go primitive and stay on the high road to real 
victory instead.  Otherwise we will win tactical 
battles on the way to losing the war.

juST WAR THEORy, INTERNA-
TIONAL TREATIES, AND OTHER 

MuSINGS  OF SCRIBES
 
The 2003 JSCOPE conference had 3 excel-

lent papers on this topic.  Dr. Robert Kennedy8 
brought highly systematic, professional moral 
analysis to the question of when “interrogato-
ry torture” could be moral.  He concluded that 
rare cases exist with some caveats.  Maj. Dr. 
William Casebeer9 hedged his similar conclu-
sion with explicit “Notes, Cautions and War-
nings.”  He created a case for “exceptions” to 
prevailing laws, but he also warned of long 
term effects on military and political systems 
should we legalize torture as an instrument of 
national policy.  Dr. Jean Maria Arrigo then laid 
out how critical institutions may decay from a 
social psychological and clinical pathology po-
int of view.10  Her case is quite compelling, and 
her analysis was informed by watching this ac-
tually occur in another country.  That makes it 
an exceptionally vivid analysis, but vulnerable 
to the charge of bias.  We are all vulnerable to 
that charge, and without real experience what 
is our opinion worth?

 
So without repeating these excellent re-

views of key concepts, I will refer to them as I 
summarize much more briefly the principles of 
Just War Theory and the international treaties 
that one hopes would be considered by our hy-
pothetical agent in the field who must decide 
whether to torture someone.  The great virtue 
of this theory is that it lays out a systematic way 
one might ask such questions.  The great flaw 
of Just War Theory is that it is almost never 
used in real world decisions by actual leaders 
of nation states, or by agents in the field. 

 Kennedy uses a framework of three main 
principles and four sub-principles derived 
from Just War Theory which are:  1) Standing 
to act, 2) Sound Reason to act, including 

a) Discrimination, b) Necessity, c) Propor-
tionality and d) Prospects for Success, and 3) 
Right Intention in acting.  Standing to act re-
fers to proper authority, so our field interro-
gator who ponders moral questions on torture 
must be an authorized agent of a legitimate 
government.  Sound Reason to act is pretty 
self-evident, although it also includes a prin-
ciple of “last resort” embedded within it (ne-
cessity).  Right Intention is less obvious.  In 
essence Professor Kennedy means that our 
potential torturer must take no joy in the act, 
rather he should feel remorse as he tortures his 
prisoners.  Base motives, like revenge or care-
erism, disqualify on this count.  In theory, gi-
ven lots of time to work through each of these 
six or seven standards, a logical person could 
conclude that torture is permissible under the 
most severe scenarios, like the ticking nuclear 
time bomb scenario.  In practice, Kennedy ad-
mits that there might never be real conditions 
so severe and logically precise.

Dr. Kennedy starts by listing the main in-
ternational laws on torture:  the Convention 
against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment [1984, 
11]; the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights [1966, 12]; and the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights [1948, 13].  Many 
lists begin with the Geneva Conventions14 

which are very explicit about the treatment 
of prisoners of war, civilians and anyone else 
gathered up in a battlefield.  Kennedy writes 
that:  “… we have entered into international 
agreements which, in some cases, seem to en-
tail a commitment not to employ torture, and 
in one case at least this commitment seems to 
be exceptionless.”  Seems to???  The language 
is crystal clear.  It says no exceptions, period, 
ever.  It is very rare in that respect.

Enter White House lawyers tasked to find 
exceptions anyway, and to make a very long 
story short they conjured up a concept found 
nowhere in international law, the “illegal ene-
my combatant” who (in their opinion) does 
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not qualify for protection under the Geneva 
Conventions or any of these other solemn obli-
gations called treaties signed and submitted by 
US Presidents and ratified by US Senates ac-
cording to the American Constitution.  

Like many legal discussions it would take 
books to convey all the words involved.  A di-
rective from President Bush to his war cabinet 
dated February 7, 200215 stated that: 

“… relying on the opinion of the Depart-
ment of justice dated january 22, 2002, and 
on the legal opinion rendered by the Attor-
ney General in his letter of February 1, 2002, 
I hereby determine as follows:

a. I accept the legal conclusion of the 
Department of justice and determine that 
none of the provisions of Geneva apply to 
our conflict with al Qaeda in Afghanistan 
or elsewhere throughout the world because, 
among other reasons, al Qaeda is not a High 
Contracting party to Geneva.

b. I accept the legal conclusion of the 
Attorney General and the Department of 
justice that I have the authority under the 
Constitution to suspend Geneva as between 
the united States and Afghanistan, but I de-
cline to exercise that authority at this time.  
Accordingly I determine that the provisions 
of Geneva will apply to our present conflict 
with the Taliban.  … “

  Brutally simplified, an assistant in the Offi-
ce of Legal Counsel (OLC) named John Yoo au-
thored several memos, some with co-authors 
like Robert Delahunty, that turned 60 years of 
settled international and US law on its head.  
The most notorious was dated August 1, 2002 
and was transmitted to the President’s Counsel 
Alberto Gonzales by then Assistant Attorney 
General Jay Bybee.16  Lisa Hajar of the Uni-
versity of California describes that memo this 
way:  “The background to this memo was a re-
quest by the CIA for an opinion on the legality 
of interrogation tactics already in use against 
prisoners held in Afghanistan and elsewhere.  
Hence the main issue to which Yoo and his col-
leagues devoted themselves was where to draw 

the line between “torture” and “not torture” in 
accordance with Title 18 of the US Code Sec-
tion 2340, which implements the UN Torture 
Convention.”17 

This now infamous memo was repudiated 
when it became public in June of 2004 beca-
use of barbaric ideas like ‘it’s not really tortu-
re unless the pain is equal to organ failure or 
death’ and so forth.  It was replaced by a new 
OLC memo in December, 2004.  But torture 
camps run by the CIA were not replaced18 and 
the practice of “extraordinary rendition” of pri-
soners to countries known to torture was not 
stopped.  The army in contrast was changing 
many things at their facilities because of pho-
tos from Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq first shown 
publicly on CBS news’ 60 minutes in the spring 
of 2004.  The international legal community 
was appalled at how low the previous leader 
in human rights law had fallen.  Milt Bearden, 
a 30 year veteran of the CIA’s Directorate of 
Operations, explains why this is not just a mo-
ral conclusion, but rather illumes the practical 
way in the New York Times of Nov. 4, 2005.19  

Unlike the other authors Major Casebeer 
warns that field conditions are not the same as 
law offices (as I do) as he reviews the under-
lying philosophies of virtue, right and wrong.  
In distinguishing “consequentialist” from “de-
ontic” theories of rights, he cites a Just War 
classic20 that deals with another hard case, the 
killing of innocents.  “In the case of war, Mi-
chael Walzer argues that while the innocent 
noncombatant has a right not to be killed, in 
certain exceptional circumstances we can jus-
tifiably violate that right. Walzer calls those 
exceptional circumstances cases of ‘supreme 
emergency.’”  This is all great theory.  But the 
practice of modern war, by organized armies 
or by irregular, guerrilla or terrorist forces, kil-
ls civilians more often than combatants, one of 
the most disturbing trends of the last century.

We still must deal with real terrorists who 
mock law and murder innocents for propa-
ganda.  What to do?  Many authors cite Alan 
Dershowitz’s appeal for America to establish 
special “torture warrants” with a legal process 
for overseeing cases, thereby to ratify rare de-
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cisions to deal with rare scenarios.21  He even 
specifies using “sterile needles” under the 
nails as a technique, but only after due pro-
cess ending in a written warrant signed by a 
live judge (who, since this must be in classi-
fied circumstances under great time pressure, 
would probably be a secret, torture certified, 
and thoroughly pre-“cleared” judge).  Can you 
see our agent in the field searching for suitably 
sterilized needles, in order to satisfy the logic 
of Harvard attorneys?  Note to Professor Der-
showitz:  Torture can not be made sanitary. 

In my opinion, the worst problems come 
from institutionalizing these things.  Casebe-
er warns his readers of this process, but Jean 
Maria Arrigo lays out in vivid detail how the 
need to train professional torturers, and tortu-
re lawyers, and doctors skilled in assisting with 
the torture process, psychiatrists and psycho-
logists to assist in breaking minds, and special 
prison guards for black torture centers, et ce-
tera ad nauseum, inevitably corrupts the very 
institutions we depend on for safety from the 
barbarian in us all.  It corrupts the military, it 
corrupts intelligence agencies, it corrupts me-
dicine and law – it corrupts every institution 
that tries to twist the laws of God to serve the 
expedient interests of some government.

This is why I say that while in the field I cer-
tainly might violate laws to serve some imagi-
ned higher good; but society should not take 
that path. The most vivid reason why is what 
happens to doctors when they ally with the 
forces of evil and torture to serve “good goals.” 
They become, in a phrase, “Nazi Doctors” who 
can rationalize anything including flagrant vi-
olations of the Hippocratic Oath they all must 
take to become doctors.  That begins with the 
words, “First, Do No Harm.”  More bluntly, 
they become immoral and insane.  

Our military calls such “professionals” bis-
cuit teams today.  The official term is “Beha-
vioral Science Consultation Teams” (BSCT) 
and there is little doubt that properly motiva-
ted doctors and psychologists can help to fine 
tune torture by monitoring physiology to tell 
when detainees are near death or just faking 
it, by administering psychoactive drugs, and 

identifying phobias that might be used against 
them.  But there is also little doubt that to do 
so has manifold consequences, not just for the 
reputation and indeed for the psyche of the 
doctor involved, but for the profession entire, 
and for the nation that employs them.  BSCT 
teams have much better missions than these to 
pursue. Onlooking colleagues share the blame.  
Large groups of decent people can thus be stai-
ned by the use of some for immoral purposes.

pSyCHIATRIC ISSuES AND THE 
pRIMARy LESSON OF MkuLTRA

It bears remembering that the USA visited 
this evil territory at least once before.  Ame-
rican soldiers captured during the Korean 
War (POWs) made blatantly false statements 
against us, so a fear resulted that someone on 
the Korean side had perfected techniques of 
“brainwashing” so powerful they might over-
come the strongest and most loyal of men.  
Thus began a series of over 200 secret experi-
mental programs conceived and sponsored by 
the CIA, but conducted under cover in at least 
80 hospitals and university laboratories in the 
USA and Canada during the 1950’s and 1960’s.  
The largest program, code-named MKULTRA, 
involved abuses of unwitting subjects straight 
out of Kafka22 (also 23).  

I will spare the reader detail here, because 
it is the system consequences I stress now. You 
do need to know that every conceivable drug, 
electromagnetic radiation, sound or other te-
chnique that might bend minds was tried on 
people in prisons and hospitals and sometimes 
even on the streets. 7000 US Army subjects 
were, for one example, dosed with LSD at a 
base to see what would happen, and at least 
one unwitting subject elsewhere died (CIA 
scientist Frank Olson) in a separate case.24  
Psychiatric patients were “treated” under false 
pretense.25  Some never recovered.  Fear of the 
Cold War and nuclear annihilation by brain-
washed zombies was so great that even men of 
conscience authorized experiments one could 
hardly believe today.  If the damage to subjects 
was too severe, they were conducted overse-
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as with “subjects” sometimes killed – a grim 
parallel to some extraordinary renditions of 
today. 

Well, the practical point is this: You reap 
what you sow.  Do evil, and evil things will 
come to you.  The usual comment that “good 
goals” may be so urgent that they justify using 
evil means to achieve them, is often undercut 
by the observable fact that the means you use 
ultimately determine the ends actually achi-
eved.  The CIA was devastated by fallout from 
MKULTRA, along with other egregious abuses 
of secret power at home and abroad, which re-
sulted in Church Committee Hearings in the 
US Senate (and a preceding Pike Commission 
in the House).  In addition to scandal they re-
sulted in the creation of oversight committees 
in each body of Congress.  That was the last 
time Congress thought seriously about intelli-
gence community reform (1975-77) before the 
recent convulsion due to different errors that 
harmed the nation and world (the Intelligen-
ce Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 
2004).26

You do not have to be a moralist of any 
kind to recognize these real consequences of 
using means that offend the common consci-
ence of most people.  Eventually your secret 
will come out, and the backlash (or blowback, 
in spy language) may cripple you.  In the mo-
dern information age, secrets sometimes come 
out before week’s end.  Others drip like acid 
over time, corroding everything of value to 
free nations.  Big problems, like our CIA run-
ning black detention centers where torture is 
employed (like Guantanamo Bay, Cuba) have 
billion dollar consequences for international 
trade, and even larger military consequences 
when alliances are considered.  In the long run 
and the big picture, time-tested principles of 
basic morality lead to more practical answers 
to many of these dilemmas than the rule brea-
king advice of tacticians eager for a temporary, 
and often tiny, victory.

Israel has had as intimate an experien-
ce with this problem as any nation during its 
short history and its long-running wars with 
Palestinian Arabs and other neighbors.  Faced 
with implacable hatred, even such thoughtful 

warriors as Yitzhak Rabin tried legalizing tor-
ture (during the bone-breaking for prisoners 
period).  They called this torture “moderate 
physical pressure” since euphemisms seem to 
be required for ugly things like this.  One re-
sult - Israel’s reputation lies in tatters, blown to 
shreds as thoroughly as by a suicide bomber.

My practical appeal is to observe that Israel 
already has enough enemies.  What it needs is 
more allies.  And being known as an expert on 
torture does not provide those.  An advisor to 
the Italian government on intelligence [Ales-
sandro Politi, 27] says this to us all: 

“Democracies are not perfect, of course, 
but when they pollute their own principles   
and laws they do not just weaken their ima-
ge or moral standing, they corrode  someti-
mes irreversibly their own credibility, their 
political influence and the internal systemic 
cohesion, laming or destroying in the pro-
cess their overall power.” 

SECRET LAWS, AND ‘SpECIAL 
LAWS’ FOR SECRET WARS

When confronted with legalistic arguments 
about proper conduct, some intelligence pro-
fessionals will snort that this is nonsense for a 
profession whose business is breaking the laws 
of other countries, if not necessarily the bones 
of their enemies.  “Our enemies don’t obey 
law” some will say, “So why should we?”  Some 
will refer to the many special laws, regulations 
and rules that guide employees of American 
agencies, some public but many still secret 
and known only to select individuals, like still 
classified National Security Decision Directi-
ves from President Reagan’s era, NSD’s from 
Bush I, PDD’s from Clinton’s time, and NSPD’s 
or HSDD’s from President George W. Bush, 
and Presidential Policy Directives (PPDs) from 
President Barak Obama.  Every President cho-
oses his own terminology, and which edicts 
shall be classified and which not.28

Well I contend that this reveals the ultima-
te distinction between “professionals” and not.  
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Professionals care about honor and follow their 
professional codes regardless of current fads 
and politicians.  Police have been extracting 
information from uncooperative suspects for 
millennia.  Often they have been the instruc-
tors of federal employees about interrogation 
methods.  But there is a code of ethics among 
police professionals that distinguishes the best 
of them from thugs, criminals and opportunis-
tic entrepreneurs.  People who will break the 
law for some employer are very common.  In 
the military field these are called mercenaries.  
But those are not the same as professional sol-
diers and those who really care about protec-
ting our people must forever be aware of the 
difference.  It is all about methods and means.

CONCLuSION:  THE pRINCIpLES 
TO RELy ON

So, after a long time of watching spies (and 
many other “intelligence professionals”), lear-
ning from, teaching, turning and occasionally 
ambushing exceptionally naughty spies, what 
rules do I actually follow for such difficult de-
cisions?  They are three (an integrated, nested 
set) so they should be considered together.  

First, do no harm, especially to innocents.  
Most missions can be accomplished under this 
constraint, certainly most analytic work (not 
all) but even many military and operational 
missions.  This is the gold standard rule to whi-
ch I always aspire.

Second, if that cannot protect the people, 
choose the lesser evil when the horns of di-
fficult dilemmas cannot be dodged.  In blunt 
terms this means if you really must lie, cheat 
and steal or worse to protect innocents; well 
OK.  But this does not mean that you can do 
anything to accomplish any mission, especially 
since some missions are not good ones.

Third, remember always the insidious 
power of rationalization.   We all rationalize 
our evil acts, and that process damages us as 
much as anyone.  There are usually alternatives 
unconsidered in moments of crisis.  Perfection 

is not possible.  So go back to items 1 and 2 if 
you can.  But if all else fails and you really must 
do evil to protect the people, then do.  Just re-
member that the means chosen to do a thing 
almost always determine the actual results 
achieved.  Intentions mean little, actual con-
sequences much, and the law of unintended 
consequences is very real.  Millions of people 
have tried to accomplish good by doing a little 
evil first.  That almost never works in the long 
run.  Sometimes, perhaps, but very rarely. 

These are the actual rules I use.  What you 
do in extreme circumstances or in ordinary 
life is your decision.  You may explain to law-
yers that you were under orders to accomplish 
some mission.  But when you talk to God that 
means nothing, because God knows that you 
alone control your acts, so you alone are res-
ponsible for everything you choose to do, even 
in extreme circumstances.  Good luck!

(5 December, 2014.)

* Disclaimer:  The views expressed herein 
are entirely the author’s and bear no connecti-
on to policies at the University of St. Thomas, 
the University of Minnesota or any govern-
ment entity.
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ABSTRACT

 
Attorneys and philosophers have presented detailed answers to the question of when it is permissible to break 

laws, some of which begin and end with the word “never.”  Others answer “always” if reasons of state are compelling.  
To compound confusion, governments often write special laws for their “spies”* and other “intelligence professio-
nals”.  Some of these laws are publicly known, but others are classified, like a significant fraction of US NSDD’s (Nati-
onal Security Decision Directives) and NSPD’s (National Security Presidential Directives).  So what is forbidden for 
ordinary citizens may be legally “OK” for intelligence professionals, but citizens cannot tell because some of the laws 
are secret laws administered by secret courts like the FISA court in the USA.  This situation can easily degenerate 
into simple codes: like “Do anything you need to accomplish your mission, but do not get caught” which has been 
noted by several CIA veterans.  That noted, the CIA may be among the more restrained intelligence agencies in the 
world, because it is besieged by lawyers who have some actual laws to work with, unlike the secret services of some 
other countries. A real professional in the field of intelligence will never behave as a barbarian and will avoid tortu-
ring prisoners, for the sake of the national security’s future.
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